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ABSTRACT
The Yuku-Baja-Muliku (YBM) people are the Traditional Owners (First Nation People) of the land and sea country around Archer Point, in North Queensland, Australia. Our people are increasingly recognizing climate-driven changes to our cultural values and how these impact on the timing of events mapped to our traditional seasonal calendar. We invited the developers of the Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI) to our country in Far North Queensland with the aim to investigate the application of the CVI concept to assess impacts of climate change upon some of our key values. The project was the first attempt in Australia to trial the CVI process with First Nations people. By working with climate change scientists, we were able to develop a process that is Traditional Owner-centric and places our values, risk assessment, and risk mitigation and management within an established climate change assessment framework (the CVI framework). Various lessons for potential use of the CVI by other First Nation communities are outlined.
NOTE
The authors on this paper all worked together to tell the project from a first-person narrative, which was the lead author’s voice.
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INTRODUCTION
As the Traditional Owners of the land and sea country around Archer Point in North Queensland, the Yuku Baja Muliku (YBM) people have been noticing and recording changes to our country, especially through our traditional seasonal calendar. These have led to changes in management practices at some levels (the way we manage our cultural burning regime) or to adapted Indigenous Knowledge in others (using a different flowering tree as an indicator of fish presence). Our Indigenous Knowledge always evolves with time, and we see changes now that are linked to climate events. We wanted to share what is happening on our country and also work with climate change scientists to find a way to put two knowledge systems together to recognize both from a Traditional Owner perspective (our way) and a Western science perspective—to determine what is actually happening at a local level and what implications that has for us managing our traditional estates (both land and sea).

Climate change information is increasingly being talked about and widely presented, but the dominant source is academic. When we think of the changes that we are seeing on our country, we view things from our current and historical perspective. We know that our cultural and heritage values can be managed only by us. The impacts and pressures that we see and manage can only be understood from our perspective, as these things have value to us that no one else can understand. It was important to us, then, to be able to work in a collaborative space, where scientific research could be discussed, understood, and applied by us for the work that we do to manage our cultural and heritage values.

When looking for scientists to invite onto our country, we were looking for expertise in the scientific sense, but also for people who were prepared to look into our world. The term “two-eyed seeing” (Colbourne et al. 2020; Reid et al. 2021) has been used in projects and research before, and through our past experiences with researchers we know that having the right “fit” is essential to successful outcomes that are inclusive of Traditional Owner views. We were introduced to the researchers who developed the CVI framework and together we explored our needs and looked for

The Yuku Baja Muliku people have been noticing and recording changes to our country, especially through our traditional seasonal calendar. These have led to changes in management practices at some levels (the way we manage our cultural burning regime) or to adapted Indigenous Knowledge in others (using a different flowering tree as an indicator of fish presence).
some of the most pristine fringing coral reefs in the tropics and is the crossover zone between the healthy and stable turtle and dugong populations of Cape York and the declining populations to the south. It encompasses parts of two of Australia’s World Heritage areas—the Wet Tropics of Queensland and the Great Barrier Reef.

Our country being healthy means that we can be healthy. At the heart of our country is the Annan River and this is the central cultural anchor for our people. Living in Cape York, we experience high rainfalls in the wet season and the many waterways that cross our country flow out to, and support, some of most diverse mangrove systems in Australia. The wetlands and mangrove systems are vital to the health of our sea country as they filter sediment and other contaminants from surface run-off and trap nutrients, while also protecting the coastline from storm surges.

YBM’s motto is “Our land, Our people, Our future,” and our vision is to manage our land and sea country sustainably, to ensure our culture remains strong, to provide real jobs for our people, and to ensure that the rich biodiversity and cultural integrity remain for the current and future generations of all people.

To meet these responsibilities, we have developed several plans and initiatives over the past 14 years, including an Indigenous Land & Sea Ranger Program, a Traditional Use of Marine Resources Agreement (TUMRA) with the federal and state governments, and a Land and Sea Country Strategic Plan. While the area is still relatively untouched, impacts of human use are increasing. More than ever, there is a need for Traditional Owners to add their knowledge of changes to their country into the discussion about climate change.

Climate Vulnerability Index
The Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI) is a systematic and rapid assessment tool that is values-based, science-driven, and community-focused. It was initially developed to assess the
impacts of climate change upon all types of World Heritage areas (CVI, n.d.; Day et al. 2020). With climate change being increasingly recognized as a major threat globally, the CVI’s developers (authors Day and Heron) have begun trialing the process in other types of areas. The standard CVI process is conducted through a workshop and is based on key values identified from the foundational description of World Heritage areas: the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV), which outlines the values and attributes of the property. Using customized worksheets, a number of steps are applied to conduct a high-level vulnerability assessment of OUV, identifying the World Heritage values and the potential impacts of key climate stressors on them, and considering adaptive capacity in relation to these climate stressors. This all leads to the OUV Vulnerability component of the CVI. The next part of the CVI is the Community Vulnerability component, which is an integral and fundamental part of the framework and is what makes the CVI distinct from many other risk assessment approaches. Assessment of economic, social, and cultural dependencies on World Heritage properties and their adaptive capacity results in the Community Vulnerability outcome.

Through early discussions it was recognized that the approach normally used for applications of the CVI (i.e., a facilitated workshop with diverse participants) wouldn’t be the best fit for Traditional Owners wanting to discuss their cultural values. Consequently, we worked together to find a method of engagement that achieved the outcomes that suited everyone.

Developing a Traditional Owner-centric method of working with CVI

YBM have always taken a collaborative approach to learning best practice in monitoring, mixing both Western science and the Traditional Knowledge of our Elders to collect and reflect on everything that is important to us. We felt that our experience in this would benefit everyone in developing a method of assessing cultural values against climate change stressors.

As this was the first-ever attempt in Australia to trial the CVI process with a First Nations group, care was taken to establish some trust and a level of relationship before the workshops began. Early in the project we and the climate scientists took the time to learn a little about each other. A short introductory “flyer” was prepared to introduce Jon and Scott to YBM families and the wider community. This was followed by several video conference calls so we could become familiar with the researchers and understand their work, their experiences, and what they wanted to achieve. This was essential for our rangers and Elders to put a face to a name and to become more comfortable talking with the researchers. We also discussed ownership of our Indigenous Knowledge so that there was a clear understanding of where and how data can and should be used.

Due to the successful outcomes from this initial exchange, a preliminary workshop was seen as a key next step and an important precursor to further work with YBM, and it may offer learnings we can share with First Nation communities elsewhere.

Heritage values

Prior to our workshop, we were able to think about some of the key cultural values/knowledge that we wanted to prioritize. Everything on country is important to us, but we needed to select some critical areas that would be good for us to work through and help us refine a method of workshopping that everyone could take part in. We chose twelve cultural values that operate at different levels of complexity (Table 1). Some values are embodied by a single species (e.g., crocodile); some are customary practices that involve complex interactions between activities, seasons, and species (e.g., fire management); and others are situated within cultural protocol (e.g., women’s cultural sites). It was important to explore values that ranged in the complexity of their ecosystem interactions, as we often find that Western science and the scientific process that is enabled during research do not account for these relationships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Significant values, processes, and cultural protocols chosen by YBM for assessment (not in any specific order).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the Annan River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crocodile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish (barramundi and black bream)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mussels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mangroves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wattle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In preparation for our workshop, we gathered pictures (usually we were able to use a photo of an original painting done by our family or we used photos of our country) that represented the essence of the value; the image was then fixed in the center of a large sheet of blank paper. These images often depicted the key value or process in context with other associated key values. These levels of connectivity can be hard to capture/describe using Western science techniques but are fundamental part of our culture and heritage. Figure 2 shows the Anna River story; Figure 3 depicts the story of seagrass in art.

PLACING COUNTRY FIRST
To place country at the heart of the workshop, we started the first day by everyone (Traditional Owners and climate scientists) visiting a number of our important cultural sites on country. We went to rivers, mangroves, beaches, headlands, bush, and wetlands, and we looked out at our sea country. This immersive start was to help everyone understand what we were talking about and ensure caring for our bubu (country) was the aim of the workshop (Figure 4).

TRADITIONAL OWNERS AND SCIENTISTS ASSESSING CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS
Being able to see and then discuss the key climate stressors with climate scientists was a key collaborative step in our project. Discussing scientific terms that we may not be familiar with and talking through examples of what they mean and finding alternative terms and explanations that made sense to us, put the
It was explained during our sessions that some climate change stressors were gradual or slowly evolving (i.e., “chronic,” such as changing temperature trends, droughts), whereas others were events occurring over short periods (i.e., “acute,” such as heat waves, cyclones, flash floods).

It was also explained that not all these stressors would necessarily apply to our country, and some
and temperature have meant changes to the timing of high-intensity (hot) fires and low-intensity (cool) fires. That in turn has affected the timing of some of our bush food that flowers or appears after a burn (our collecting or harvesting time has now had to change). When working through the example of the freshwater mussel (Figure 6), we were able to talk to many of the different pressures that are exerted upon this valuable cultural food source. We could see that climate change was one pressure, but identifying the other pressures that are also impacting mussel numbers was important. Doing so enables us to understand how cumulative effects can accelerate change, and that our management strategies can be targeted to those impacts that we experience at a local level first.

The responses of the Elders and the Indigenous Rangers to these questions were recorded as dot points on the worksheets (Figure 6). During the discussions, it was recognized that there were many pressures impacting these values/processes, and that climate stressors were only one of these many pressures. The combined impact of many stressors (i.e., cumulative impacts) was also recognized.

**WHAT DID WE FIND?**

By talking through the value featured on each worksheet, we were able to record the changes that have occurred to our heritage values and that these changes have had a cascading effect on some behaviors, activities, or protocols that sit with the value. A good example that we explored was with our fire management activities. Changes to rainfall
Figure 5. The workshop notes from the fire management discussion were written around the worksheet as everyone discussed the changes that have been noticed. Artwork by Larissa Hale.
FIGURE 6. The workshop notes for the freshwater mussel were captured around this Annan River story. The mussels sit along the bank while the crocodile watches over his territory. Artwork by Irene Doughboy.
Our analysis of many of the values that we workshops led us to report that climate change has occurred, in terms of changes to typical levels of climate variables (e.g., temperature, rainfall), frequency of extreme events (e.g., hot spells, downpours), and changes to seasonal timing (e.g., early seasonal onset of flowering plants).

Jon and Scott were able to confirm that this analysis correlates with what has also been shown by their broader research: that climate stressors are impacting values of cultural significance, and these impacts are likely to continue into the future (ICOMOS 2019).

**WHAT DID WE LEARN?**

In addition to the assessment of our values, there was some critical key learnings from the project about the way we want to work with researchers on all of our projects.

1. Establishing a relationship built on trust and respect is essential for work to progress.
2. Walking country first was invaluable to help the researchers understand our values and how we relate to them.
3. Honoring everyone’s experience and knowledge is important. Having diverse experience in the workshop (Elders, Indigenous Rangers of various ages) provided more information and examples for the worksheets.
4. Be realistic about what is possible to achieve in the initial meetings. (We felt that we achieved much more than we initially planned, and that was a positive feeling.)
5. Work with researchers who recognize and respect Indigenous Cultural Intellectual Property (ICIP) and can work in a space where knowledge-sharing protocols are essential (that might be working through permissions of cultural authority or establishing data sharing or co-benefit agreements).

**CONCLUSION**

By working with scientists and addressing climate change from both an Indigenous and Western scientific knowledge point of view, we were able to record and identify the changes that are happening on our country that are attributable to climate events. Also, we were able to see what impacts were not related to climate change, which allowed us to consider the cumulative impacts that are being experienced.

In addition to this, we were able to see that climate change has created a series of cascading impacts that not only affect our plants and animals but our management efforts and customary activities. It gave us a greater insight into how important our monitoring programs are to record and compare changes that our country is experiencing.

Our seasonal calendar of activities is being modified by the changes that are occurring on our country, and this means that we are adapting our use and management to those changes. We are able to do this quickly as we are on the ground experiencing things for ourselves. Our experiences and expertise can be used to react to the management and care that our country needs. Knowing what future change is likely to occur can inform our management activities now to protect our cultural values.

One of the key outcomes that emerges from this work is a mutually beneficial partnership, and we see this project as the start of a longer working relationship with the CVI scientists. As we move forward together, we would like to involve more of our community in the assessment process and provide more perspectives for even more effective outcomes. There are many more cultural and heritage values that we can assess and wrap adaptive management practices around. There is also the potential to build upon our existing monitoring programs to better understand climate impacts. We need to do this work and communicate it to the wider community and management agencies. Ultimately, we will be working to understand the cultural, economic, and social implications of having our values put at risk by climate change.
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